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                    Abstract

Over recent years interest has been growing in a previously neglected work by Dorothy Stanley: Sir Philip Sidney’s Arcadia, Moderniz’d by Mrs. Stanley (1725). This article supplements the biographic information given by Marea Mitchell and suggests that it is risky to read the composition of her subscription list as an unmediated reflection of the audience for Sidney’s work. New information is brought to light on Stanley’s own family, on that of her first husband, and on that of the relatives by marriage of her sister Mary Milborne. The subscription list for Arcadia Moderniz’d is shown to be heavily dependent on the business and political connections of her brother-in-law, Sir George Caswall. It is dominated by major figures in the city of London, many of whom like Caswall served as Whig MPs supporting the government of Robert Walpole in 1725. Several had heavy involvement in the South Sea Company and some who had been directors like Caswall underwent sanctions for their part in the Bubble. Another large group had strong connections with the East India Company, including a number of ship captains who commanded company vessels. Analysis shows that raw data may be misleading when we attempt to interpret subscription lists such as the one for Arcadia Moderniz’d as evidence of a shift in middle-class taste.
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